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The Little Known History of The
Lost Viking Explorers
This is the history of

the

first name

adjective.

(name) was born in 968 and even as a young baby showed a(n)
aptitude for traditional Viking life by teething on a(n)

adjective

and

noun

present tense verb

with a(n)

.

animal

When he was 9 ¾, he joined the crew of an expedition to
place

with his

several

to try and find

relative

days at sea, they saw some

adjective

. After

plural noun

in

plural noun

the distance. When they landed, they found that the place was filled
with

plural noun,

emotion

plural noun

at this

and

plural noun

. They were filled with

discovery! After a(n)

adjective

debate, they decided to call the place New
Being somewhat

Land.

noun

, they had trouble deciding what to

quality

do next. Should they share their

discoveries with

adjective

other Vikings? Should they stay and start a new
here? Or should they return but keep this a(n)
Before they could decide, an
destroyed their

adjective

adjective

life

adjective

secret?

adjective

noun

came and

boats. Unfortunately, many of the

adjective

Vikings were aboard gathering supplies. Those who were left,
including young

had a(n)

(name)

adjective

meeting

and decided their only option was to stay and open up a(n)
modern tourist-related business.

adjective

Several

adjective

decades later, another Viking explorer named

Leif was lucky enough to find their
upon his

adjective

adjective

establishment, and

return to Viking society, was thus

named “Leif the Lucky”.
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